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ACCELERATE Programme

The following text does not reflect the entire content of the announcement, but contains individual extracts from the
guideline.

Radically sustainable, high economic potential!

You have an idea for an innovative business model, product or service in the green tech sector? You want maximum and faster
traction in the market and are looking for professional support and advice?

ACCELERATE is Green-Tech competence in programme form: specific start-up expertise, consulting experience, network!

We support you in Lean Startup Design. You learn to set the focus for your business model, to ask the right questions and to
fully exploit the potential of your green idea. In a condensed form, we will show you the different funding tracks and what you
need to consider, guide you in making directional decisions about your funding and investor selection, and help you navigate
the multi-layered world of green tech startup funding. Our expertise in the green tech sector leverages opportunities beyond
traditional startup consulting.

We also show you ways to maximise your positive impact on the world and thus open up completely new financing and
business opportunities.

At ACCELERATE, you’ll benefit from a balanced mix of knowledge transfer, peer-to-peer feedback, external industry expertise,
and on top of that, you’ll get the full package of fun, evening programme and pop co-working atmosphere! We put special
emphasis on solving your specific problems through extended consulting hours. In this way, we bring your high potential a big
step closer to realisation in the market.

The ACCELERATE programme is a stepping stone into our network and opens up potential access to financing instruments
and further advisory services at >SMART> GREEN.

Does this sound like you and what you need? Then apply now for the next batch starting in February 2023! We want to change
the world together with you!

The deadline for applications is 12 February.

Funding

16-Jan-2023
Source: Grünhof GmbH

Contact

Grünhof GmbH
Johannes Mielitz
E-Mail: johannes.mielitz(at)gruenhof.org

Further information

Website address:

https://www.bio-pro.de/en/service/funding/accelerate-programm
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https://smartgreen-accelerator.de/en/programs/accelerate/
https://smartgreen-accelerator.de/en/apply-now/application-for-accelerate/
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